To access the hyperlinks, visit http://www.cumberlandpediatric.org/survival-guide. All tip sheets are available on the CPF website.

Resource Highlight: Discount Page

Check this page on the CPF website to ensure you are receiving all available discounts and reimbursements!

The Incentive Game

There is significant research that shows monetary incentives may not be as effective as autonomy, recognition, and easily recognized impact.

What are your thoughts on this?

View the videos below for more insight. (The best is the 3rd one on passion)

- http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=LLmV2nLi4T0uQoRlS01oLirQ
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkrvAUbU9Y&list=LLmV2nLi4T0uQoRlS01oLirQ&index=4
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqbM1ZrpTQg&index=3&list=LLmV2nLi4T0uQoRlS01oLirQ

Awareness Resources

September

Suicide Prevention

- Click here for list of AAP articles
AMA’s STEPS Forward™
Health care is changing rapidly. Physicians are transforming their practices into organizations that can achieve the Quadruple Aim: better patient experience, better population health and lower overall costs with improved professional satisfaction. To navigate this environment, we leveraged the findings from the AMA-RAND study, "Factors affecting physician professional satisfaction and their implications for patient care, health systems and health policy," to develop the STEPS Forward™ practice transformation series.

STEPS Forward™ offers innovative strategies that will allow physicians and their staff to thrive in the new health care environment.

In partnership with Medical Group Management Association